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Order Given

Election May Be Delayed
By Eric Keszler
There is a possibility the Associated Students of the University of
New Mexico elections will be postponed if the budget for next year is
not complete by Monday.
ASUNM Election Chairman Ken
Patterson said the election will be
postponed if the commission does
not have a final ASUNM budget by
noon Monday. He said the postponement order came from UNM
Vice President of Student Affairs
Marvin "Swede" Johnson.
Johnson said he called the possible postponement because student
government "was not prepared to
run the election as it is normally run.
They have abused the election process from start to finish. They
should have been finished (with the

budget) in the ninth week of the
semester," he said.
ASUNM President Dan Serrano
said in a meeting Thursday morning,
"Johnson was hostile to the situation concerning the budget and election.
"He used intimidation tactics to
try and force me to sign the budget,"
Serrano said. "Johnson said if I
didn't sign the budget, he would
cancel the election.
"I'm not going to succumb to his
tactics. It's not fair for Swede to
cancel the election because he's not
getting what he wants.
"We're taking care of our own
matters. There's no reason for him
to get involved," Serrano said.
Serrano wants to have the election
on Wednesday, as planned. If the

~Humanization'
By Steve Shoup
ln a time when science and technology seem ascendant, riding the
wave of innovation, there is not only
room for humanities in a university
curriculum, but the importance of a
liberal arts education is increasing.

'Part-time student and full-time "hamburger king" Steve Halliday flips over his job: cooking hamburgers at the portable
food stands on campus. In three years of short-order cooking,
Halliday figures he's served up at least 10,000 hamburgers.
Move over, McDonald's.

Father Alfred McBride, University of Albuquerque president, stressed this theme in the keynote address
Thursday at a conference on high
technology and the qufdhy of life.
"The potential for the flowering
of the humanities in a high-tech culture is greater than it has been for
four centuries," McBride said.

budget is not ready by then, he said a
special election could be held to vote
0n the budget referendum.
"A special election would cost
$100 to $200, and some people
would haveio volunteer their time,''
Serrano said.
Johnson said another election
would cost $3,200. "The money
could be better used by student organizations," he said.
Serrano can put off signing or
vetoing the budget until midnight
Tuesday. Johnson said a budget
compromise still would have been
possible if Serrano would have
vetoed the budget Thursday and the
senate was able to meet today.
Johnson said the postponed election may be held whenever the
budget process is resolved.

of High Tech Starting

He outlined the changes in American society from the 1860s to the
present and the change from "brawn
to brain" cultures. Smoke stack industries that rose in the 19th century
are giving way to information industries, he said.

and cannot think of multiple options. A liberal arts education can
train people to think more imaginatively.
Businesses are action oriented,
while universities should center on
contemplative and intellectual pro-

In the 1960s, • 'universities abandoned liberal arts - not complete- .
ly, but universities became centers
for specialization," he said.
But ''the wheel of history has
turned again," he said, .and a
"humanization" of education in this
high-tech culture is beginning.
Many business people today have
"either-or" mentalities, he said,

New Budget Falls Short of Anaya's Goals
SANTA FE (UPI)- Gov.
Toney Anaya signed a state budget
Thursday $100 million short of what
he hoped to get from legislators.
"The bill faJis far short of meeting the goals we set out early in my
administration," he said. "The Senate coalition (that killed governor-.
backed spending levels) ... was
more concerned with political
haymaking."
The $1.3 billion budget for the
fiscal year starting in July cuts $74
million from the governor's request
for education, with most of the cut
reflected in public school funding,
$18 million from the governor's request for health and human services
programs and about $7 million from
the Corrections Department.
Anaya said the budget represents
a 3 percent decrease for aU state
agencies except the Corrections Department, which will see a 6 percent
increase mostly because of additional staff needed at new prisons in
Grants and Las Cruces.
For education, cut back in 198384, the bill represents about a 10
percent gain over last year1s funding, while the budget overaJI reflects
an increase of about 7 percent.
Anaya said the bill sets an ''unfortunate precedent'' in that it appropriates more than the state expects to
earn next year.
"For the first time in the state's
history, we are operating on a deficit," he said.
He said expected revenues fall ab·
out $45 million short of the appropriations approved by the Legisla-

ture.

The budget provides for the transfer of surplus and reserve funds, but
opponents to the arrangement argue
that only ongoing revenues should
be used for ongoing expenses.
The governor partially vetoed 12
sections, mostly deleting language
that would have required state agencies to fund special programs within
their base budgets.
.. The current, and increasing
practice, tends to undern1ine the integrity of the budget process, from
both the Legislative and Executive
perspective,'' he said.
Anaya said the deletion of funding for two programs promoted by
Taos Democrat Francisco El Comanche Gonzales - one of three
Democrats who gave Senate Republicans the voting edge needed to defeat governor-backed tax proposals

and spending levels- was
"coincidence."
Gonzales pushed for funding for a
Mora Valley clinic, under investigation because of audit discrepancies,
and for conifer tree farming promotion.
Anaya said the Economic Development and Tourism Department
assesses promotion and already has
taken tree farming under consideration.
Alternative funding for the Mora
clinic, he said, will be found if it is
cleared of any wrongdoing.
Anaya also deleted restrictive language that would have prevented
funding of the Solar Energy Research Institute at New Mexico State
University. Anaya's veto will allow
money to be transferred from
another division within the Energy

Research and Development Institute.
Three of Anaya's vetoes deleted
language in the bill that would have
cut funding for the health and human
services departments if federal funding increased.
The governor said that requirement would have placed the state iri
violation of federal regulations and
could have cost the programs federal
aid.
"Such restrictions to receiving
federal funds for program's intended
primarily to assist our poorer
citizens is irresponsible," he said in
his veto message.
He also vetoed language requiring
certain departments to review certain spending practices. He said the
language was redundant.

Father Alfred McBride
cesses, he said. This is one area
where education and business complement each other, he said.
''No action ultimately means any·
thing or goes anywhere unless it is
rooted in the contemplative life,'' he
said.
Development of values is important, too, he added.
.. Don't be ashamed of valuesthe high-tech society is going to
need values," McBride said. "We
live between Los Alamos and the
day.ofTrinity here, my friends. We
must have values."
The conference continues through
today at the University of Albuquerque with workshops and lectures on
the role of high technology in
society.

Tornadoes Blast Carolinas, Kilt 64, Injure 600
BENNETTSVILLE, S.C.
(tJPI) - Rescue crews. with
bulldot.ers, cbainsaws and heli·
copters searched Thursday for
more victims of tmnadoes that
roared out of a sickly bluegreen
sky, killing at least 64 people and
injuring 600 more on a 300-mile
sweep through the Carolinas.
..We apparently have had the
worstdisasterin tOO years~" said
North Caro.lina Oov. James Hunt
after flying over the stricken

area. "This .is the wcwst disaster I

have ever se~n in my life.''
There were 51 dead in 13 diffe·
rent locations in North Carolina,
and 13 were killed in three South
Carolina towns by 24 tornadoes
that blasted along a SO-mile wide
swath from central South Carolimt to the upper North Carolina
coast Wednesday night.
Earlier, officials said as many
as 76 people died in the two
states, but they said later the dis·
crepancy occurred because some
bodies wem counted twice.

About 600 were injured, 425
in Notth Carolina. About 500
people spent the night in 1 S
emergency shelters in North
Carolina. said M. Russ Edmonston, spokesman for the North
Carolina Department of Crime
Control and Public Safety,
It was the worst plague of tornadoes since 350 people died on
Easter weekefl4 i~ 1974, most of
them in Xenia~ Ohio, and the
worst natural disaster in South

Carolina since a tornado kiUed 67

in 1924.

South Carolina Gov. .Dick
Riley declared a state of
emergency, and Hunt said he
would ask President Reagan to
declare the stricken sections of
North Carolina a disaster area.
Nearly. 700 National Guard
troops were called out in the two
states to aid in the rescue operation and stand guard against looters. Thousands were without
electricity in both states.
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Wire Report

IWheelpeople' Unite To Form Campus Cycle Club

by United Press International
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Limits on Central America Rejected
WASHIN<JTON

The Sen-

atc •kl'i~ivdy

rejected an dfort
Thursday by Sen. Edward Kennedy to bar Americans from
direct or indirect combat in El
Salvador. Honduras or Nicaragutt without congressional

approval.
The 71-20 vote against Kennedy's amendment was the first
test of support for President
Reagan's plea for mqre than $90
million in additional military aid
for El Salvador.
Kennedy promptly re-offered
the amendment in slightly different fonn and won agreement for
four homs of debate followed by
an up-or-down vote. The outcome was not expected to change
in the second vote.
"You can table the amendment, but you can't table the
issue," Kennedy said in demanding full debate on his proposal.
Senate Republican leader Howard Baker, R-Tenn., irritated
by the Massachusetts Democrat's
tactics, successfully moved to

table the anwmlnwlll. Baker llil'
s:ud he cxped~ the Sen;ttc to
approve a compronH\e plan for
more money for EI Salvador.
Kennedy was prl~pared to offer
several other amendments aimed
at sharply curtailing the aid puckage and renewed his threat to filibuster the bill .
Sen. Daniel Inouye, DHawaii, last week won support
from Republicans and some
Democrats for a compromise
plan giving Reagan $62 million
of the $93 million he wants for El
Salvador. Inouye was expected
to offer his amendment later in
the debate.
Sen. Jim Sasser, D-Tenn., told
his colleagues the Pentagon in response to questions - has
reported three incidents in recent
months in which U.S. military
trainers in El Salvador came
under hostile fire.
"We should be fully aware of
what we are dealing with in Central America," Sasser said. "We

arc i.'urn·ntly cngag~d m a region
of open h!l~tilitics. American
troop' arc ami have become mvolvcd in imminent danger."
In offering his first amendment, Kennedy noted a Washington Post report that U.S. spy
planes have been providing reconnaissance and communications support fo1 Salvadoran
troops in their battle against leftist guerrillas.
Kennedy said Reagan "is
slowly but surely putting our
combat troops in hann's way"
and warned against going down
''this slippery slope" of increasing military involvement in Central America.
His amendment said no U.S.
civilian or military personnel
''shall be introduced into or over
the territory of El Salvador, Honduras or Nicaragua for the purpose, directly or indirectly, of
combat" unless Congress de·
clares war or authorizes the presence by passing a joint resolution.

Prisoner Buys Car Before Escape
SANTA FE -Investigators say Gillihan's escapl~ showed that he left
a quadruple murderer who escaped the car parked at an Albuquerque
while on work-release from the Los bowling alley, which served as his
Lunas Correctional Facility last pickup and dropoff point in connecweekend apparently drove off in a tion with his work-release employcar he bought without authorities' ment. He worked for an Albuquerque construction finn.
knowledge.
"It is assumed he simply drove
Riley Ivan Gillihan, 53, was the
registered owner of a 1972 Oldsmo- away" Saturday. when he failed to
bile, purchased Jan. II from the show up for his return transportation
New Mexico Auto Auction, said to the correctional institution. said
David Roybal, spokesman for the Roybal.
Roybal did not say how much Gilstntc Corrections Department.
Roybal said the investigation of lihan paid for his vehicle or where he
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Rightist candidate Roberto
d'Aubuisson conceded Thursday he
finished second in El Salvador's
presidential voting.
The Central Electoral Council has
released no new totals from Sunday's voting since Wednesday.
Electoral rules call for the two top
contenders to meet in a runoff clec-
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WASHINOTON -- The cost o!
educntin)! ,·hildren of illegalmmug ·
rant~ could run mor<' than $330 nullion a year. a T<·xas congre;sman
told a Home .:ommittce.
Rep. Kika de Ia Gat7U, D-Texas,
was one of several witness who
nppeared Thursday before the Labor
and Education Committee. He estimated that there were more than
800,000 "immigrant studer.ts" in
the country affected by a Supreme
Court decision that calls for free
education for children of illegal
aliens.
"Based on the distribution of 'immigrant students' throughout the
country, the full cost of implementing the program is $33l.5
million per year," said de Ia Garza.
But de Ia Garza, House Majority
Leader Jim Wright, Reps. Solomon
Ortiz and Ron Coleman, State of
Texas Office director Sarah Weddington and Brownsville Independent School District superintendent
Raul Besteiro all said that even
though the problem is nationwide,
Texas especially needs federal help
to educate the thousands of children
added to rolls since the 1982 ruling.
Officials estimate the ruling is
costing more than $75 million
annually in Texas. Brownsville was
especially impacted by the Supreme
Court ruling, adding approximately
1,619 illegal alien schoolchildren in
the past 2 Vz years.
"It is very hard to understand how
illegal aliens havr. rights and how we
can take away from children whose
parents are paying for their education and spread it around,'' said Bcsteiro.
Wright and de Ia Garza Jed the
effort to force the administration to
free up $30 million in funds to help
impacted school districts but said
legislation is needed to ensure continued he! p.
"We need to pass legislation in
order that there be no doubt in the

NATiONAL

CiilcAN~1~~~.itJt!'!!O•

Educational Opportunity for

Pre-Health Students
undergraduate clinical interships
available through the

National Chicano
Health Organization

Wright and de Ia Garza turned to
the comptroller general, Congress'
chief investigator, who ruled last
Week the administration illegally
impounded the money and must re·
lease it May 17 unless both houses of
Congress approve a "recision"
message from the president.
During Thursday's hearing, panel
member Rep. Steve Bartlett, RTexas, suggested the legislation
might gain more congressional support if it contained .a limit on the
amount of aid. Wright suggested a
ceiling of $150 million.

tion if no candidate gets more than
half the votes.
The political leader condemned a
communique issued Wednesday by
the Secret AntiCommunist Army.
the nation's most active death
squad. It threatened to "punish"
election officials for their part in
Sunday's election.
D' Aubuisson has himself long
been accused of leading death squad
activities, including the 1980 murder of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero.
He criticized American congressmen, mostly liberal Democrats, who
cite those accusations as a reason to
cut off financial support to El Salvador if he becomes president. He said
such efforts were part of a "disinfonnation campaign that has come
from all over the world."

And two University of New Mexico architecture students have decided to fonn a campus bicycle club
to dispense information on cycling
safety, as well as on races and tour
groups.
UNM Wheelpeople founders

John Hooker and Kim Miller want to
promote cycling to and on campus.
David Robertson, chairman of the
G~eater Albuquerque Bicycle Committee and member of the UNM
Bike Committee, estimated the
number of cyclists to UNM as "any~here from 400 to I ,000 on any
g1ven day."
The bike committee recommends
planning and safety tips to the camsanitarium, is rumored to be pus police for bicyclists.
haunted·
Hooker said, "If half the people
The mansion is on the National within a five-mile radius of school
Register of Historic Places and the rode bicycles, it would be a big
state Register of Cultural Properties accomplishment. •'
He said automobiles are not effiand includes a notched tower with
gargoyles and portraits of Dorsey, cient for short rides, ;md "almost
his wife and his favorite enemy, five any average person, with a little
bathrooms, a cherry wood staircase. e!Tort, can ride five miles."
He said 60 percent of every dollar
marble fireplaces, a fountain and a
used for gas leaves the local area,
free-form pool with islands.
and if bicycles were used, the money
Dorsey lost the mansion after could be used for other things.
going bankrupt following lengthy
Hooker said bicycles could help
fraud trials in connection with
alleged fraudulent contracts and the parking situation at UNM bekickbacks in rural mail delivery con- cause "10 bikes can fit in the parktracts in the 1870s. He was acquitted ing space of one car."
He said the Wheel people ''want
but lost most of his money and his
to
infonn
the University community
political career.
on safe paths to UNM" by identifying safe routes through the city_
Miller said, "If more people ride,
the institution will adapt to the needs
Early in the study, volunteers will of cyclists," referring to the need for
spend three nights in the general eli- more bike racks at UNM and
nical research center at UNM Hos- throughout the city.
pita!. They will be free to leave for
The more cyclists, ''the more
work, school or other activities dur- political force you have for bike
ing the day. Later, only brief daily trails and routes," Miller said.
visits to the research center will be
Hooker said he wants to encournecessary.
. age more people to bicycle because
The research center's nutrition ( the city would do more for cyclists.
s.e~ice will provide all meals to par- · However, he said that if the city did
tlCJpants throughout the study. Sub- more to encourage cycling, more
jects will also be compensated for people would participate.
Wheelpeople member Bill Tripp
incidental expenses up to $200.
For infonnation, contact Willette said the group will ''act as a liaison''
Senter, dietician for the general eli- between bicyclists and agencies,
nical research center, 843-0196, or such as SunTran and the city traffic
Andrea Leyba in the department of engineer, to promote cycling.
medicine, 277-4759.
Hooker said the group wants to

Historic Mansion for Sale

• 'The federal government, by
means of this court order, placed on
the school districts a grievous burden,'' Wright said, ''The school districts are anxious to undertake this as
they believe it is in the best interests
of this country but we in the federal
government, having given th!lt responsibility, ought to help with it."
Wright and de la Garza, with the
help of other members of the Texas
congressional delegation, attached
the $30 million in aid to a continuing
resolution, received a letter from
Secretary of Education Terrel Bell
that the money would be released
but then were told the administration
had changed its mind, saying the
money could not be released because of a technicality.
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SANTA FE (UPI)- The New
Mexico cultural affairs office has
just the thing for the bargain hun·
ter- the 30-room, gargoylebedecked stone mansion that once
belonged to accused swindler and
one-time Arkansas Sen. Stephen
Dorsey.
The state renovated the mansion,
38 miles from the small cow-town of
Springer, with hundreds of
thousands of dollars of state and
federal money and opened it to the
public, but then couldn't come up
with the money to keep a full-time
caretaker on the site.
The starting bid on the former
home is $70,000. But buyers beware, more renovation is needed,
and the site, which once housed a

Volu(lteers Sought for Drug Study
A University of New Mexico
School of Medicine faculty member
is recruiting volunteers for basic research into the behavior of cortisone-like drugs.
Cortisone is a hormone used to
treat arthritis, asthma and various
skin diseases.
Dr. Wendy Hoy, associate medicine and nephrology professor, said
she needs between 20 and 40 subjects for a 25:day study of how the
drugs affect the speed at which the
human body breaks down and consumes protein.
Volunteers should be adults in
good health who take no other
medications.

A campus bicycling club is being formed to promote cycling
safety and to organize tours and racing groups.
teach people how to ride safely and
effectively in traffic.
He and Miller both recommended
cyclists wear helmets and reflective
clothing.
Hooker said most bicycles have
reflectors but should also be equipped with a light for night riding,
UNM safety manager Bill Carroll
said an average of two serious bicycle-related accidents that require
medical treatment other than scrapes
and bruises occur once a year on
campus.

Educating both automobile drivers and bicyclists about bicyclists'
rights and rcsponsibilties is one club
goal,
"Thoughtlessness both by cyclists and drivers is our biggest problem," Hooker said.
Miller said that if a bicycle is
one's main means of transportation
insurance i~ recommended.
'
The UNM Wheel people will meet
at 5:30 Wednesday in Student Union
Building Room 231-C.
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President
A PtavC!rt Uad4!r...For a Change

New Mexico Clinical
Education Program

Mlllt•rv Strle Shorts
Khl.lki, OliVe Drab.
Camoufrage &

Program Includes:
* Ten week summer rotation in a
rural or urban health facility
* Student stipend
* Invaluable experience for
pre-health students
Applications may be picked up at
and returned to:
New Mexico Clinical Education Program
School of Medicine
Office of Student Affairs, Room 106
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Phone 277-2728 • Application Deadline: April 2

Playing leapfrog with buses on
Central Avenue, being chused by
dogs and fighting for space in lefttum lanes are problems faced daily
by bicyclists.

minds ol am that thi" is the int~:ntion
of Congr<'S~ to come to grips with
this pwbkm," s;tid Wright.
Witnesses stressed that the problem was not Texas' alone.
"It isn't confmcd to Texas or
even the Southwest," said Fort
Worth's Wright.
"There is an enormous influx of
undocumented workers in areas like
Chicago and other areas and they are
not just workers of Hispanic origin,'' he told the committee. ''There
are people coming from Vietnam,
from Cambodia and from other
countries,

CIGARETTES Salvadoran Candidate Concedes

ex

Q.

got the money.
Gillihan was convicted at Silver
City in 1968 of four counts of firstdegree murder in the slaying of his
girlfriend and three members of her
family. He was sentenced to four life
sentences, with the final three to run
concurrently, but consecutively
with the first.
He was housed in the state Penitentiary until 1981 , then transferred
to Los Lunas, and was admitted to
the work-release program in
September of 1983.

Ruling Burdens Schools

Maria DeVarenne

~"' Locotlon
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--Editorial---

by Berke Breathed
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Speak Out Students!

Y&a!t Yeti H~
J?/17.1 He SAW
Hf'P THROW Me
TO fflf.

\

------Humor------

Students should bombard candidates with their problems, and find
out how active those candidates are. What will Candidate A do for
you, the parent on Title XX who may lose that support for child care?
What will Candidate B do for you, the student frustrated with the
monopolistic UNM Bookstore and dissatisfied with the so-called
alternative offered by the ASUNM Textbook Co-op?

When in Texas, Beware of Geldings
Looking for Opportunity To Get Even

--Letters-Music to Our Ears
Editor:
As the Daily Lobo's work year
nears its end, it is time to recognize some of the talent of your
staff.
The coverage of state government in its dealings with higher
education has been particularly
good, especially the stories done
by Eric Maddy. His accounts of
the deliberations of the Board of
Educational Finance last fall
were particularly memorable.
Almost for the first time we were
given an inside look and a
graphic, detailed description of
those sessions; this represents
good journalism at its best.

Altogether the Lobo this year
has improved its coverage of
academic affairs on campus:
announcing public lectures and
covering them, as well as departmental activities and research. It
represents the University as a
place where learning is going on.
My thanks!
Charles Woodhouse
Sociology

This is College?
Editor:

I wonder about the judgment
and
competence of those stuAlso Maddy's analyses of the
dents
handing out an "outstandlegislative sessions were parti- ·
teacher
award" when their
ing
cularly instructive, providing
advertisement
in the Daily Lobo
background in depth that is the
misspells
"excellence"
twice
mark of responsible reporting.
So often the wire stories tell us and misuses the word "that"
what decisions were made, but (which should be replaced by
they never tell us why, or what's "who.") I also wonder whether it
behind them. Maddy's work de- is the "most important" qualserves a larger audience,. and I ification for a teacher that she or
he "demonstrate concern for the
hope he eventually gets it.
student as an individual." This is
Also I would like to commend no doubt important, but, of
Amy Miller for her coverage of course, a completely ignorant
the College of Arts and Sciences teacher can do that.
this year; her work is literate and
Russell Goodman
thorough. I hope she gets more
Dept. of Philosophy
opportunities.

by Berke Breathed
Ml?. 17ALLA5..,YOU W~T YOUR
CA56, JUP&e WAPNER Y~P
ATYOU, llNP YOU'V~ BUN
HUMIWlTelJ fN FKOf« OF
MIU.ION5 Of ft0Ptl3 ... WHAT
170 YOU f/AVf- 10 51\Y

6HAr<K5ll

After three years of poorly administered ASUNM govenment,
UNM's undergraduates may have a chance to change this trend when
we go to the polls Monday. We should take this opportunity seriously.
It will take some time to undo the irresponsible financial management of past student administrations. "Deficit" will ring In our ears for
a while still. But there are other issues of concern to students besides
how badly in the red we are and who the PEC chairman Is. It is our
responsibility to make ASUNM government truly responsive to our
real concerns.

ASUNM government should be more than just a distribution agency for student fees. There are some concerned candidates out there
who want to do more, but they need your input. Drop by the ASUNM
offices, find these people and tell them how they can help serve you.
You would be doing a great service to yourself and the University.

BLOOM COUNTY

I have always been opposed to
horses. Horses have enormous
bodies and hard feet such as
could easily stomp a person's
body until it was the consistency
of grits. I see no reason why the
government should not require
horses to have soft feet, like
dogs. You never hear of a dog
stomping anybody to death.
Another advantage of dogs is
that you can look them right in
the eyes. This is because dogs'
eyes are located close together,
on the same side of their heads.
Horses, on the other hand, have
eyes the size of cueballs located
on completely different sides of
the head, often several feet
apart. While one eye is looking at
you in a stupid, obedient, traditionally horselike way, the eye on
the other side may have a
shrewd, calculating look, the
look of an animal that is thinking,
"What would happen if I
stomped him to death? I bet they
wouldn't arrest me. The district
attorney would look like a fool,
bringing a horse before the
grand jury. I bet the worst that
would happen is that people
would stop sitting on me and
making idiot noises, such as
1
Whoa.' 1 '
If you think horses aren't
smart enough to figure all this
out, I suggest you look at some of
the old shows featuring such extremely smart television horses
as Trigger and Mister Ed. Mister
Ed actually did all his own talking. He put out the story that
somebody else was doing it because he was ashamed of the
quality of the dialogue. Eventually he quit, and today he produces
the MacNeil-Lehrer Report.
So my policy has always been
to stay a distance of several football fields from any potential
horse. The only exception, until a
few weeks ago, was the time my

wife got me to sit on a rental
horse in Rocky Mountain National Park. The idea was that we
would ride up the mountainside
and see some scenic vistas and
gallop to some secluded lake and
be stomped to death, but fortunately my horse refused to do
anything except eat and go to the
bathroom. It was employed by
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the federal government.
After that narrow escape, I
vowed never to get on a horse
again, and I was doing fine until a
few weeks ago, when I went to
Texas. You know how when you
see Texans in the movies, they
always drive pick·up trucks and
wear big hats and say "Howdy"
and act real friendly when
they're not hitting each other
with chairs? Well, that is exactly
what real Texans are like.
So I was in Texas, and this Texan named George insisted that I
come out to his house and get on
one of his horses. He was just
trying to be hospitable. I explained my theory about how
horses are potentially lethal, but I
think George thought I was kidding. He said he had some really
nice horses. I think he said one
was a gelding, which made me
really nervous, because the last
thing I need is to be sitting on a
gelded horse when it decides to
get even.

Fortunately, George put me on
this woman horse named Frosty.
He figured I'd be safe on her because she's something like 145
years old and has never been
gelded or anything. George rode
his own personal horse, Booger.
Booger is the size of a ·recreational vehicle and is what is known as
"spirited," which means he's al·
ways snorting and rolling its
eyes and pawing and generally
behaving the way Jack Nicholson did in "The Shining" just before he went after his wife and
child with an ax.
We rode around an arena, and
it actually worked out fine. I
wasn't killed or anything. Unlike
the federal rental horse, Frosty
wanted to run, but if I pulled back
on the reins she would stop.
Then she'd start again, and I'd
stop her, and she'd start again,
etc. It was a peck of fun.
I even tried my hand at roping.
Ordinarily, people rope calves,
which are baby cows, but
George had me trying to rope a
former umbrella stand. It was
originally a milk can that
George's wife had converted
into an antique umbrella stand,
but one day while she was at
church George welded runners
on it and attached an imitation
calf's head. He drags it around
behind Booger so people can
practice roping it. At least that's
what he claimed. For alii know, it
was an elaborate joke, and he
had hundreds of Texas friends
hiding in the bushes and howling
with laughter while this cretin
Yankee tried to rope an umbrella
stand.
I didn't care- I was just glad
that I didn't have to try to rope a
real calf, because you can never
tell when the mother and father
cows will come running over and
stomp you to death. They have
hard feet, too.
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~sit-and-Wait
By Carlos Ulibarri
GSA Finance Committee
In a series of GSA meetings
over the sefTiester, representatives of organizations and government laid out an operating
budget for the coming year. It
might seem to the observer,
everyone concerned has done
their part and that a sit-and-wait
attitude should be taken until the
next go around. Wrong.
The budget process can be described as a two-stage process.
In stage one, the budget is drawn
and approved. In stage two, it
takes a life of its own: money is
spent and plans are hopefully
realized. The success/failure of
any budget comes to rest on the
active involvement of representatives !n the second stage of
the budget's life.
There are a number of coming
attractions in the next few weeks
which reflect on the success of
today's operating budget.
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3. Not lively enough, you say?
On April 16, the annual International Festival will featurfil music
and dance performances from
Japan, Colombia and the Philippine Islands. In conjuncture with

the live performances, the International Center will be serving
foods and displaying crafts prior
to the performances,
Although this is a small sample of the many activities which
the budget process promotes, it
tells a story. Successful budgets
are not realized on financial planning. alone. Active involvement
of representatives of organizations and government is needed
before and after the budget
'eaves the committee room.
In sum, a sound budget requires student involvement.
Your involvement helps greatly
in determining which appropriations should be adjusted· and
which activities should be
funded by the upcoming year's
budget. The success/failure of
the budget process falls on no
one single group. Once the turkey is carved it is a simple decision of whether we choose to
feast or fast.
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Budget Shows Serrano's Self-Interest
Editor:
This letter concerns ASUNM
President Dan Serrano's latest
propaganda ploy: the budget.
Presently he plans to veto the
version of it the student senate
passed, saying it is "unfair."
H"ere is some background on
how this budget was derived.
First, the president was supposed to draw up a recommended proposal and then
appoint a Budget Inquiry Board,
confirmed by the senate, to d;!"cuss it. He appointed himself
chairman of the BIB and completely ignored the senate confirmation process. This "BIB"
was allowed to actually vote on
the budget with the Senate Finance Committee last Saturday.
The budget produced by BIBFinance was considered com-
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2 for 1
On Well Drinks $1 •.75
FREE MUNCHIES c1t 6:00
Weekends

Pitchers of Coors
$3.50
Margarltas 2 for 1
$2.75

Strategic Kiss Suggested

FREE Popcorn &.. Big Screen T.V.
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Editor:
In regard to Jim Sode's inept letter of March 29: His slanderous
statements are a great example of "arrogance and stupidity.'' What
other qualities do you have to have in order to be ASUNM president?
The only thing I can see full of inefficiencies is your brain. Speaking
for the "gutless coward" of ASUNM, I suggest you kiss my gluteus
maxim us.
Sen. Marty Esquwel
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pletely unacceptable by many spending that created our huge
student senators. It showed bla- deficit in the first place.
tant hypocrisy and self-interest
The senate produced its own
on Serrano's part. Trying to budget this week. If Serrano
make himself appear as a martyr vetoes it, the elections may be
to the chartered organizations messed up and he will again
through increases, he complete- make it apparent why so many
ly gutted the basic functions of ordinary people want him out of
ASUNM that he and the prede- here.
cessors in his political machine
had utilized to enjoy the orgy of
Sen. Gene Hill

GSA PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE'S FORUM

No. 126

2. Today's operating budget
also received adjustment as a result of work carried on by the
Friends of the School of
Architecture and Planning. The
"friends" present weekly films
which are open to the public at
no charge. On April11, a special
feature entitled "The Social Life
of Small Urban Spaces" will be
shown at the School of
Architecture and Planning.
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The Graduate Student Association
is sponsoring a
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the work of 20 candidates in
search of MA and MFA degrees
in the art department. The galleries in the newly expanded ASA
Gallery located in the Student
Union will also busy providing
Conceptions Southwest with a
showplace.

1.1n the world of arts, the University Art Museum will feature

GRADUATE STUDENTS!
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This is an opportunity for you to meet the candidates
& voice your concerns.
- GSA Elections will he held April 2-5, 1984.
Watch the LOBO for infi>rmation <tbout polling places <tnd times.
A ballot box will be available ~londny, April 2 ~Thursday, April 5
8:00AM to 5:00PM in the GSA offtce, Room 200, NM Union.
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Classic Society's Existence tn N.M. Vibrant But Brief

Focus

Classic Chacoan and Mimbres
was brilliant. vibrant - and
brief. "Beginning around A.D. 1100.
after only 150 years of good times,
decline set in.
People moved out of the warm.
sentbby basins to upland areas of
mixed pinon/ponderosa forest where
new fannsteads were built.
In contrast, most sites of the earlier Classic Period are found in
grasslands or pinon/juniper zones.
As these emptied, some groups resettled near long-abandoned villages
in surrounding uplands, while others
pioneered in forested districts. such
as the Upper Gila drainage or the
,o.;i~tv

Pajarito Plateau. north nf Santa Fe.
~bo~t 4,000 sites of the "Upland
~cnod arc known to archaeologISts. Many arc food-gathering
c~mps. Others are masonry pueblos
of 10 to 14 rooms. Hundreds more
arc small villages of timber-roofed
dugouts, or "pithouscs" --a settlement pattern revived from two
centuries earlier.
These villages tended to be very
modest. Two deep pithouses, surrounded by crude masonry storage
rooms,. often stockaded, were common in northern New Mexico. A
surprising number of these had been
burned, and dismembered skeletons

wcrl! found in the ruin\ --

evidcn~e

of wide~prt>ad 'ocial di;,ordcr in the
A.D. !lOlls followin~ Chaco and
Mimbres decline.
In the southern part of the state.
four to six pithnuses were more
common and the defensive palisades
rarely found.
These pithouse settlements are
found in cool, forested elevations
averaging about 7,000 feet above
sea level. though some have been
found at 9,000 feet. In these locations, cold nighttime temperatures
retarded crop development.
So the food economy was based
on a mix of hunting, foraging and

Arrest Warrant Problems Viewed
SANTA FE (UP!)- The state
Supreme Court is blaming communication breakdowns between
Metropolitan Court and police officials for arrest warrant problems in
Albuquerque.
A final report on the high court's
review of warrant procedures is expected to be completed and reviewed by Supreme Court justices
next week, But a preliminary report
shows problems with adminL•trativc
procedures.
"It appears there is no major
problem involved in the issuance of
or serving of warrants, but rather
there is a problem in communication
and with liaison and with administrative procedures in both the Metro
Court and the APD," stated the initial review issued Wednesday.
Also noted in the review, conducted by the Administrative Office
of the Courts, was a need for more
centralization and identification of
rcspnnsibility for the issuance and
cancellation of warrants.
·'Communications could be impr<Jvcd by the assignment of proper

Mike· Caron demonstrates how to fly a hyper-kite on johnson
Field. The kite Is very challenging to fly because unlike the traditional
version, it takes constant maneuvering.
Caron says the ldtes can be flown In winds up to 60 mph, and
smaller versions, called cruisers, are used for dog-fighting in kite-flying
competition.
Caron Is distributing the kites locally and says there will be a national
kite-flying competition Jn Hawaii this spring.
Photos by Alexandria King.

liaison between the Metro Court and
APD," the report said.
The high court recommended that
Metro Court and police officials
consider the possibility of interfacing their computer systems "for
more rapid and better controlled
clearance of warrants."

Fraternity Holds
Boozeless Rally
Preregistration for Kappa Sigma's "Booze-Free Driving Road
Rally" will be from 10 to 2 p.m.
today in Smith Plaza.
Bacchus, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving and Albuquerque Police
Department's Batmobile will also
have displays set up.
All student groups may enter the
April 14 rally that will emphasize
having a good time behind the wheel
without alcohol, said Kappa Sigma's Vice President Dan Baldwin.
Registration for the road race is

Sessions
Offered
Dates for this year's University of New Mexico student summer orientation program for
freshmen and transfer students
have been set by the Dean of Students Office.
All academic advisement,
class registration and the
Mathematics Placement Examination will be scheduled for
the second day of all orientation
sessions.
Session dates are: May 29-30;
June6-7:Junc 14-15;June25-26;
July 10-11; July 18-19; July 2627; August 8-9; and August 1617.
For additional information,
contact Paul Woods, assistant
dean of students, at 277-3361.

$5.

Events Boost Awareness
Health Center Alcohol Division,
Room 231-D.
• II a.m.-noon. ''Alcoholics
Anonymous- How It Works," a
discussion in Room 231-B. "CurrentDWI Legislation,'' a talk by the
honorable Judge Charles Barnhart in
Room 231·D.
• 12-12:30 p.m. Puppet show by
K.A.R.E. (Kids Alcohol Responsibility Education program); "ncar
beer" will be served after the show.
Main lobby.
• 1:30-2:30 p.m. Films, with an
introduction by Ed McCardle of the
the UNM psychology department,
and a conclusion, "How do you
know when you have a problem?"
by Josephine Olson of the Bernalillo
A list of today' s events in the New County Mental Health Center, Alcoholism Division Adolescent Prog·
Mexico Union include:
• 9:30-9:45 a.m. Refreshments ram, Room 231-B.
and alcohol information. Second
The first film, "The Alcoholism
Film," narrated by Rod Sterling,
floor lounge.
• 9:45-10:00 a.m. Opening talk presents 20 questions individuals
by Jane Bradley, a registered nurse can ask themselves about their
from the Student Health Center. drinking habits. Its intent is to help
Room 231-D.
people identify problems early.
The second film, "Alcohol,
• 10-11 a.m. "DWI ArrestWhat Happens?'' a lecture by Drugs and Alternatives," stars
Suzanne Bloss, clinical specialist of Tommy Smothers and explores how
the National Council for Alcoholism people have problems dealing with
Screening Service. Room 231·B. their feelings and how they some"Relationships and Alcohol," a talk times seek relief through alcohol or
by Steve Biskey of the Mental drugs.

Bacchus, the name for the Greek
god of wine, is about to take on a
completely new meaning on the
University of New Mexico campus.
Today, the UNM Student Activities Center will sponsor a "BACCHUS Blitz" - Bacchus meaning
Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University
Students. Baachanal events, scheduled from 9:30a.m. to 2:30p.m.,
include speakers, films and a puppet
show. All events are free.
Bacchus is a national organization ,
that recently chartered a branch at
UNM. UNM's blitz. is partially
funded by Premier Distributing
Company.

will be teaching advanced and beginning workshop!
during the afternoQn, before their -performan,e.
More fnformadon is available at 88+6970.

Today's Events
Jlealnnln& spanlsil Coni'Mtlon a ... fer travel and
bustneJs situations will be offered Mondays from 7 to
9 p.m. for seven weeks bealnnlng April 2 at the
International Center. More inronnalion is available
at 266-9943.
Dleteti<o ud Nutrttloa AIIOdatloo will meet at 2

p.m. Jn the Home.. Economics Bultdina. All persons
welcome. More information Is avaitabteal266·9566.

Amtrkt• NudnrSodtlrwillmeeta14p.m. in the
Farris Engineering Center, Room 303. Jobs and coop positions will be discussed. Plans for the party wiU
be finalized. More Information is available al 277·
2ll7.
Pbl!ooopby Cl•• will pre<ent a lectUre bt Tom
Alexander on 11 Techniques of .Punishment" at 3:~
p.m. in the PhUosophy Library. Refreshments will be
served at l p.m. In the Philosophy Lounge. More
information is available at 265·3580.

BAACHUS wiU have information available
concemina alcohol consumption from 9:30 a.m. to
2:30p.m. In the SUB~ More informalion is avallab1e
at 277•1273.
tJNM llllroom Dn .. Oab will reatun:tJ.S, Latin
Champions Liz Curtis and Ron Monlez at the Sprlns
Ball from 8 p.m. to midnight in th•SUB Ballroom.
Music by Ken Anderson Baud. Curti~ and Montez.

§lb,C0t41D OUA\INt[Jb
Discount with
Valid UNM ID

Koppo Slama will have a "Boo~Fr.. Driving
Road R1l1)'11 pre:-regbtratlon lable set up from W
a.m. to 2 p.m. on the UNM Plaz.a, behind the
Humanilles Building. SS entry fee per car. All cars get
one fret road rally shirt. More inrormatfon is
available at 842·5063.
tJNM

C~m

Club will me<t <Vtry Monday and

Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. In the SUB, Room 2ll·E.
Everyone ls Invited. More lnfonnatlon Is available at
24~.

UNM c... puo ObornotOfl ~ill be open every
Friday from 7 to 9 p,m, weather p<rmiUins.
Admission u free and children must be accompanied
by an adult. More Information !s available 11 277•
4))~.

Collqt or Edut~iloa wll present a lecture by
Counney B. Cazden, professor of education at

Harvard UniverSity; on °The Conlelts or Lileracy:
In the Mind and In the Classroom" at 3:30 p.m. in
Woodward Hill, Room 147. More information is
available at 277·2231.

Tbis Weekend's Events
UNM Skr41•1•1 Club will pve jump-clams at 9
p.m. ~iurday at JohMon Gym. S90 for e\'erythlng.

More infonnatlon is available al 266-9677.
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GET OUT
OF YOUR JEANS!
and into
Deva cotton pants at
CHRIS'S INDOOR STORE

Directly behind
Natural Sound
119•/z Harvard SE
OPENING APRIL 2•"

10 tll9

GUEST LECTURER
Colll'tne!J B. Coden, Ph.D.
Profenor of Ed•eatlon

UNM Womea'1 CeaCtr will present a discussion on
,.Agoraphobia'' at 3 p.m. Sunday It the UNM
Women's Center. More Information Is available: at
277-3716.

Monday's Events
tJ!'<'M Rata••• Coalltloa mcell at 4 p.m. every
Monday at the Chicano Student SC'rvicts. More in-formation is available at 177·5020.
Cl'II"M Clleu Cl1b v..ill meet every Monday and
Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. in the SUB, Room 231·E.
Everyone U invited. More inro.rmation ir. available at
242-6624.

Drop By
!\(anon Hall Hoom 1:31

llarvard UniYentty
The Contexts Of Literacy:
In The Mind
And In The Classroom
Friday, March 30, 3:30 p.m.
Woodward Hall, Room 147
University of New Mexico
A Public Ledure
Open to the UNM Campus
and Albuquerque School
Communities

BaptiJt Studeat Ua!oa lnvlt" all students to hear
Shirley Cothran, former Miss America of 1'175• speak
at the In\'itation «o Life Crusade at 1:.30p.m. Sunday
at the UNM Arena. A complete schedule of e\'ents fs
availabk at 243·5401.

For $10.00 a year, you can have a
Daily Lobo mailed anywhere in
the United States. Mailed every·
day of the regular school year and
weekly during the summer session.
Send it to your relatives; it's easier
than writing about what's going
on at UNM. Or send it to yourself.
That's convenience! You'll be sure
to get a Daily Lobo everyday.

College of Education
presents

t. th••l:.. '+itt

UNM ctarlltlaa FeUomhlp 'NIU present 11 Rock
Mudc Close-up: A Mulli-Media Presentation of Rock
Musicians, Their Music and Their Audiences" at 7
p.m. Saturday ln the UNM Kiva Auditorium and 7
p.m. Sunday In Woodward Hall. Admission Is fri:<.
More Information is availableat265-7016.

Put The Campus
InA Mailbox

31i2 Central SE
.266-4266

w0<41.!. (i~L

Coal!Uon for Human Rlahttln Latin Amerlca will
sponsor a benefit dance featuring the Bonnie Bluhm
Band and Svirka at 8 p.m. at the Old Arlpor1 Tet•
mina!, 2920 Yale S.E. Food and drinks, Admiosion Is
$3. Morelofonnation Is avai!ableat2424S68.

or mail vour chCJck to
Dailv Lnlm
Box 211, l'JI.::\1
Albuquerque,

l'<~lS7131

Send a Daily Lobo Subscripliotl to:

Address,

---~ City,--~--- St~lc, - - - Zip,--

Signature, ~~----- - - - - -

small gurdl:'n plots. Many ,,r thc'c
sites arc hidden awa; in btllatcd
mountain ~·nv(.'s, an·d few trad~
goods arc found in them. Social
tsolation and difficult time' are indicated.
The rc-introductton of these pithouse settlements throughout New
Mexico· s forested districts is the
most surprising characteristic of the
"Upland Period."
Societies rarely "reverse" themselves and revive ancient wavs of
doing things. The palisaded pithouse villages of the Gallina highlands are numerous and wellknown. Most of these have been
dated between A.D. 1100 and A.D.
1200. Once considered anomalous,
these arc now understood as typical
of a major architectual trend.
In the Sierra Blanca area, pithouse villages of this period are
known as the "Late Glencoe"
phase. In the Reserve area, they arc
known as the "Apache Creek"
phase.
In most areas, pithousc construction was followed by the resurgence
of moderately sized, above-ground I
masonry pueblos. In the Sierra Blan·
ca region, these villages are known
as the early "Lincoln" phase. In
Catron County, they are attributed to
the "Tularosa" phase. Those in the
Santa Fe area belong to the "Coalition" period.
Following the redevelopment of
surface architecture in the highlands, people again drew together,
and village size gradually increased.
This was most notable between
A.D. 1260 and A.D. 1280, near the
end of the ''Upland Period.''
Textbooks refer to these large,
late period towm as "Pueblo III" or
"Great Pueblc>:' Many arc famous
and quite impressive. Gila Cliff
Dwelling, Tyn0ny! llf Bandelier,
Cliff House at Mesa Verde and
Atsinniwa at El Moro arc all wellknown.
But cliff-houses, though dramatic, are comparatively !'"MC and not
truly typical of the "Upland
Period.'' The largest of the far more
common pueblo style villages might
contain 200 to 400 ground floor
rooms, but their heyday spans a surprisingly brief period between

rough!) A.D. 1220 and I ~HO.
Many werL' L'tlfl'>tructed in the
A.D. 125lh, onlv to be abandoned ;1
mere dcc:tdc or two later. Those that
endured beyond the I 2l!Os
among them Quami, Tab ira and
Casa Colorado between Mountainair and Claunch -· were generally situated 011 the moist east slopes
of major mountain masses.
Why did populations shift to the
highlands after the Classic Period?
The early A.D. 1100s brought
drought conditions, and the decline
of harvest surpluses, to the late Cha·
coan and Mimbres villages.

• new mexrco
•
na
This Jed, in turn, to malnutrition
and unsettled conditions. Because it
was increasingly necessary to forage
for wild foodstuffs. and because
rainfall is greater in the mountains,
entire local populations took refuge
there.
The early to mid-A.D. 1200-,
were even more stable, climaticallv,
and large, well-known villages
flourished at Mesa Verde and Bandelier.
The "Great Drought" of A.D.
1276-1299 was felt all the way from
Colorado to central Mexico's Aztec
empire. Agriculture was scvcrly disrupted and the forested districts once
again abandoned.
At the famous "Site 616" on
Mariana Mesa, north of Quemado,
villagers simply walked away, leaving all their possesions in place.
Throughout the cool highlands,
cliff-houses fell silent, and cooking
fires never again wafted their pun·
gent haze into the steel-blue evening
sky.
copyright 1984, David E. Stuart,
Ph.D.
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UNM Author Rewrites Traditional Children's Stories

Good Music, Fun Time Provided in Upcoming Play

By ( '. Heinze

There's a gas station und a diner off Highway 57. somewhere between
Smyrnu and Frog Level in the rural South. that promis(:s a "full tank ;md a
full bell v."
The station is run by the "pump hoys" -Jim, Jackson, Eddie and
L rvL - w~o woul~ rath~r s_Jng ab~Jutthc more important things in life ltke good 1om]. lovmg, f1shmg. drmkmg and Mona, the dime-store dream
down at the Woolworth store-- than perform auto repairs.
Directly across the highway, the "dinettes"- Prudie and Rhetta
Cupp - share waitressing responsibilities at the Double Cupp Diner.
Together. they make up Pump Boys and Dineltes, the Broadway hit
musical that will be presented at 8:15p.m. April 9 in Popejoy Hall as part of
the !983-84 Best of Broadway series.
The play, which received a Tony award nomination in 1982 for best
musical and four Drama Desk nominations the same year, has been described
'"a -:a baret that romps and stomps through a down-home country sampler of
mckabilly, bluegrass, gospel, ballads and blues.
1hc play wa; originally created and performed by six talented friends. The
inspiration for the show came when Jim Wann and Mark Hardwick were
entertaining at a Manhattan steak house and, for their own amusement, began
ro wear gas station uniforms and to pc1form original numbers about life along
rhc highway.
Meanwhile, Wann's wife, Cass Morgan, had been working on a separate
idea for a cabaret act with Debra Monk about two sisters who run a diner.
Writing songs that needed a band, the girls joined forces with the boys, and
Pump Boys a11d Dinettes began.
In July 1981, with 121ate-night cabaret performances at the Westside Arts
Theater in New York City, the musical was launched and, simultaneously,
was a hit.
The musical has been praised by critics across the country, including one
New York writer who described it us being "as refreshing as an ice cold beer
after a bowl of five alarm chili."
There's not much of a plot in Pump Boys and Dinettes and it lacks a story
line. but most feel that this would only complicate matters anyway. As Joyce
Hauser, a New York television critic, explained, "This is more simply a
review than anything else, and every third sentence serves as a lead· in to a
piece of music."
And the group sings about almost everything that holds any philosophical
value forit. Its songs include "Highway 57,'' "Menu Song," "Fisherman's
Prayer,'' "Drinkin' Shoes.'' "Tips" and "Closing Time."
When the show left Broadway last year, it took its show on the road. In
addition, the music from this musical revue was put on an album, and the play
was put on national television.
The pump boys in Popejoy Hall will be Henry Gross, one of the founding
members of Sha Na Na; Gary Bristol, a native Texan: Mark Rust, an eastern
New Yorker from a musical family; and William Rollins Clayton Swindler, a
long-time player of the L.M. character.
The Cupp sisters are played by June Gable, an award-winning actress, and
Donna Watton, a familiar face in theaters across the country.
Tickets are $13, $16 and $18. with half-price tickets for UNM students.
Because Popejoy Hall events have quickly sold out this year, it is recom·
mended that tickets be purchased in advance.
The Popejoy Box office is open from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, noon to 4 p.m. Saturday. More information is available at
277-3121.

l lniwr~ity of New Mexico Span-

l'roh.";wr Sabine R. Ulibarri.
"'"''idcrcd one of the two top Hi spa·
nt• author~ in tlu: Southwest, will
'ooon haw two new hooks in print:
l'upurup 11 and f:l Go/Jemador
l'h

(//uRI'II.

"1:'1 Uohemador Gluxf'u is a new
dtrel'tion for me," Uliburri said.
"So far. my stories have been tradi·
twnal. regionalist. with plenty or
local color. Bur the short stories in
thts hook are all the prmtucl of my
ow11 ima!!ination.
"Thi., governor Glugl 'u was a
man who wa' in the habit uf biting
hi' tongue, and that's the sound he
made
· glugl ·u.' And this
')'IU!!I'u' became a magic word,
lh.mJ..., to whkh he eventually be·
,·;nm· governor." he said.
'llw otlwr honk. l'upurup ·u. is a
, ulklltono! duldrcn's short sturic ...
· l'upurup u.. ''a' the name Ulihllf·
11 ·, "'"· ( 'arl<h. !!ave to a doll he
h;nl
,, c'lt''' 11
before he had
k.u11o:d to 'Jll.'ak. lh~ prol<:vmr ~aid.
I k al"' had a t•·dd\ lx•ar v.hich he
!I.Hlll'd ! '·ll~ara. 1 ~Ill u~ing thc>c
n.llllt'' 111 tht: stunt'\."
I IJ,· 'hort stnnl.'., tn!'upump·u arc
,.,.,.,,.]\ ha'l•d on tradttinnal chil,ft,·u·,· '!<'I'lL''· 'm:h a' that ul "Los
lit'' <'h<lllt hilt"" (')'he Three Little
l't.t''l But l 'ltiMrn 'aid he IHi' g1ven
lht• \t!lfl<'' "a ncv. II\ 1St."
··I lw three Iiili•· pig,, who arc
nmldk d"" ami v.lntt•. l<.'!t home in

JIM SODE

'''ard1 ot freedom and lovc. They
cnd~d up 111 u hippy community and
lm:arnc hippie~. They let their hair
and beards grow. they took off their
shoe~. and thcv hat! all the freedom

Fl Gohemudor Gluf?l'u will be
published by Bilingual Press in New
York and wiii appear Cllrfy next
year, possibly sooner. he said.
"!'upuntp ·u will appear in Mexico

"I learned early that writing in Spanish in the
United States is to write without a destiny because you don't have an audience. My books
are selling very well only because they appear
in bilingual form."
and a lithe love they had ever wished
lor. But it didn't work out." Ulibarri
'illd.
"This was a diverse wmmun·
uy · !here were black pigs and
p1gs of other colqrs. but these little
middle-class pigs had nut had any
experience in such a situation. and in
the beginning. they felt a hit uncom·
lortable until they found out that the
hla<:k pigs were "just like the white
llig ... that there v.as no problem
\\ htil'llL'V~r.

.. And there wa, <I wolf who
pnm l.:d around the community and
d~mureu a little pig every night. So
111 the end, it turned out that all the
ln•.:dom and all the love weren't
enough. and lhe three little pigs went
hack lmmc, •· he concluded. adding
that all thc<,e storie., have their
'"c,pimta • ,. their little thorn."

any day. but 'any day,' in Mexico,
ctm be 'who knows when,"' Ulibarri ~aid.
He spoke about the effects of his
Spunish writing on a primarily English-speaking country. "I learned
early that writing in Spanish in the
United St:1tes is to write without a
destiny. because you don't have an
audience.·· he said.
"My books arc ~elling very well
only hecau~c they appear in bilingual form. Even Hbpanics who speak
Spani:.h might not read il. so they
like lo have the text in English."

Two volumes of poetry by Ulibarri -- AI Cielo se S11be u Pie and
Amory Ecuador - were published
and sold in Spain but never made it
to the United States. Tierra Amari!·
Ia. nt sixth reprint his most successful buok so far, was first published in
Ecuador, sold out there and, again,
dido 't make it here until •'friends
convinced me I should usc the
bilingual form," Ulibarri recalled.
"That way. it docs get sold."
Other than Hispanics. Ulibarri
has a varied Anglo readership, he
~nid. •'There arc those Anglos who
have lived in New Mexico for 30
years and who still do not speak any
Spanish though they keep promising
themselves, 'I will learn Spanish!'
Well, this gives them the illusionthey can cross from the English to
the Spanish text.
"Then there is another group Anglos who arc curious and ask
thcm~clves. 'What makes these Hispanics tick'! What arc they really
like'!' ..
But the readership that has helped
him most is the students, he said.
"!\.h books are used as textbooks in
universitie~ and high schools
throughout the country. and they

buy them in large blocks of 30 or 50
at a time ·- that's my best market."
What does a leading Hispanic au·
thor have to say about the AngloHispanic problem? "A Jot, maybe
too much, has been said about nega·
tive confrontations,'' Ulibarri said.
"But there arc two sides to the coin,
and the whole story must be told."
In his book Primeros Encuemros.
h~ wanted to show that these first
cnc·ountcrs between both groups
v.crc often happy. he said. "There
1\ as no conflict between the Anglo
families and the Hispanic families of
old. but mutual respect.
"The true contlicts arose with Ia·
tcr immigration, when many people
from the South and from Texas who
already had prejudices came here,' •
he said.
"The amount of discrimim1tion
diminishes with increasing educattnn." he added. "Here at the Uni·
vcrsity. for example. there is no dis·
~rimination. The educational level
of Hispanics is steadily rising. When
I came to UNM. there were 30 Hispanics. Now there arc more than
6.000 ~ what u difference within
one lifetime~"
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#SUB CINEMA PRESENTS:#

''Thoroughly original. Magical:'

A1111M All Oddt- Louisiarto: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30.
A - . , Wn..·oV In LMdDII- M Plaza:

-NEW YORK TIMES

fFrom~ttie J)fodueer ~
["CHARIOTS Jll;, ~IRE"

LoCAL HERO
H,P;·
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rsday and Friday, March 30 and 31
of arlch old oil man, a young oil man,
a village that wants to gel rich and an old
mixed together in an unusually enjoyable and Anl·Art:~in.
fJI""u'"· All of these are elements in a story about how a
SC<lt!is;h village strives to maintain its ecological balance.

mArm:lirl.

UNM CAMPUS
t.OW!R LEVEL SUB UNION

Friday and Saturday i.l midnight.
A11.ant1 G.rdt Sttlts- Sub Cinema: 7,
(Wednesday).
0.1/dttn of th• Com- Far North: 7, 9.
Coronado.
Grty Stolt ...... Louisiana..
let Plro111- Far North: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,7:JO,
9:30. Cinema East: 7!30, 9:30 (weekdays); 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 !Saturday and Sutt·
d•y).Coronadc>.
La &Janel- Guild: 1:15, 9:15 (W«kdays);
3:1!, S:B, 1;!5, 9:1! (Saturday ondSundoy),
Loco!. Htro- Sub Cinema: 7, 9:l0 tFriday and
Saturday),
MliWJdtrstood- M Plata:. 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30,9:30. Wyoming: 12:45,3,5:15,7:30, 9:45.
Pttt'-'Dtnlon·- l-'atNorth: J .. l,S.
Pink Floyd: Tht WoU- M Plat.a: Friday and
Satt1rday at m1dnight.
Pollet Antdtm)'- Louifoiaha: 1:2:4$• .3, 3:15,
1:30. 9:45, 12. Cinem~ Easl: 7:30, 9:30 !week..
day•); I;lO, 3:30, $:30,7:30, 9:l0 (Saturday and
Sunday).
l'urplt Htom- Fat North: I, 3:0J, S;IO, 1:!5,
9:20. Hiland: 7:30, 9:)0 (weekdays); 1:30, 3!30,
~:30, l:JO. 9:30 (Saturday and Sunda)),
Racln1 JHth rht Monn ~ Coronado.
Roml1hcln1 th• Srnl1l ~ M PIIWI: (:30, 3:30,
~:30, 7:30, MO.
Spinal Top ~- l~~o: 7:l0, 9:30 (Y•eCkdayS);
I:JO, l:JO, S:lO, 7:30,9:30. M PI111A: 1:30,3:30,
5:30, 7:30,9:30.
Sp/arh- l'ar North: 1:10, 3:20, .1:30, 7:40,
9:JO.Coronado.
Strdlfl• lnvadtrs- M Jlliitil: friday and
Saturday Dt midnight,
Srtottk -Sub Ctntma: 1, !l:lO (Thursday),
Tdilk- M PIIWI: l:lO, 3:30, .1:30, 7,Jo, 9;30,
Wyoming: 12:45, 3, 5:1l, 7:30,9:45.
Zlr;,r Stardust ~hd thr Spltltri From Mllr·
.1- Don Piln,ho's:
9:4.i
·
t :45,

Point Your WDton will bt pre:5enttd by the

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera at 8:15 p.m.
today and Saturday and 2:1.5 p.m. Sunday at
Popejoy Hall. Ttckct inrormation is availlb1e at

34.5-6577
lf'tltp Mtl tht Hairy Mlllf will be ·presented at
7:30p.m. Thursday and Friday and 1 and3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday today through Sunday and
April .5·8 in Rodey Tbeater. Tickets are S4

acneral, Sl discount and $2 children 12 and

under.
Karm Stttlt IJIJIIc~ Qulnttt will appear at 8 p.m.

today at the KiMo theater. Tickets arc 56 at the
KiMo Ticket Office.
Tit~ GoJJHl According io Thoma.r: A llttJilnt
Tttr~~mmt will be presented at the Vorte~

Theater ot8:15 p.m. today and Saturday, Tickfls
are SS and$4 atthedoot. PrO<eedstobeneritthe
Albuquerque Center for Attitudinal H"'lins.
Arsmlt and Old Lact. starring ttle'llision personality DiU Daily. will be presented by the

of Ari faculty: Elen Feinbera., on display In the:
Upper RearGaiJerylhroughSunday; ''Amerita.n
Lithographers: 1900·1960" on dloplay in the
Upper Gallery throush Sunda~: Bruee
NaumanDtnnls Oppenheim: John Pflhl: Power
Places on display in the North Gallery through
Sunday.
Mowell Museum of Anthropology tUnlversty of

New Mexico Campus)- ' 1The Chaco
Phenomenon.. . oil djsplay through May
2.7; .. Tuming Leaves: Photognphs f~om
Japanese-American Families ln Gatlup New
Mcxico'i on di~pJaythrough July t.
Tl:loml)!on Galler)' (New Mexico Union)- ••A
Ten Year Retrospectivet'~ serigraphs by Owen
EntzPeterson on display through April 12.
Wlldlnt Gall.ry (903 Rio Grande
N. W,)- "The Art or Lithosraphy: An
Exhibition o( Tamarind Prints'" on display
through May 4, Opening reception from 6 to 8
p.m. today,
Morlpooo Gallery 1113 RomcroN.W,)- Works
by Mary RilWclifre Colton, David Dear and
Sumley and Shirll!y Gl.ser on display through
April22.
•

The original Broadway cast of Pump Boys and Dinettes: M11rk Hardwick, Debra Monk, John
Foley, Cass Morgan, Jim Wann and John Schimmel.

Popejoy Hall

COMING EVENTS
March29
thru
April 1

m.

lrutph and' thl Amatinr Ttchnlrolor Drtameoat
will be pre!enfed al 8 p.m. Atli'il 26 In Popejoy
Holl. Tickets are$20, $18, 514.

ASA
Glllory
(Student
Union
building) - ••Contempcrary American Por·
traitutt:" on display tbrbugb April 6.
Ttlchlnl
Goll01y
CN<w
Art

Buildir18.J . . . . ''Painl_.j 1 works df contempOtllry
tl!&ional and .national painters turrnted by Tim

Ap~ on display throuah

April13.

t'nlvrr!tly of Ni!w Mi!t;lco Art Gtllny (Masfey

lUll) - WOJk! by Frank Allen Newlandet on
displaythroughAprilll.
Uo1veroUy ot Norv Mulco Art Mul!um (Fine
Art~ rcnlcr} ~ HRt:~ctn V.(1tk Vy Department

PAINT YOUR WAGON

S5.00-S 11 .00

Audubon Wrldlife F1lm

lroum/Uuoo Pbtolo/Crowltftl 'Noll• will be
at theKiMo Theater at I p.m. Saturday. Ticketi
ltc' S4 at the door. Benerit for New Musk New

March27
7:30PM

MICRONESIA
NATURALLY

$3.50
$3.00

Aprll2
7:30PM

Travel-Adventure FrJm

$3.50
$3.00

Aprll7/8:1 5
AprilS/ 2:15

Mexico..

No" Molko Sylllphooy ~ will prel<nt
Fiesta; (eaturinl Spani.!h and Mexican music at
'8:15 p.m. tOday .jn tbe Kiva auditorium. Tic:ktts
are SJI, Sll, S5. ror adults and $7, Sl, and SHor
students at tbe NMSO Do• Office,
UNM Clromhr Sltl..n will perform at8: 15 p.m.
toda)' Jn Keller Halt Admission is fl'fe.
No" Muk Nt" M01kiJ will present a benefit
performance feaiiJring jau and new musiC al 8
p.m. today In the KiMo Tboater. Tickets are $l
ilC Budgei Tapes and R~cords,
ScorploM!Jon lulehor A:ds will be at Tingley
Coli~eurn Sunday. Tickets ·are $13,2.$ at Giant
outlets.
Cobllrfl lntornotlonale featuring the UNM
«;:otle_siate Sin8ets, will be _presented at 6:30 p.n1
April 5·1 in the SUB Ballroom. The show will
include music and food trom Au!itria, England
and France~ Thursda)! tabatet sJ1ow with
d:ssert, S.S. Friday and .Saturday: pcrtormanee
wllh _full buffelf $20. More information Is
available at 217·2331.
World Saophun_e Qulrl_tt will perfottn at8p.m.
April 6 nl the KiMb Theater, 'ticket< are $7.SO
and $8,50 at Giant outlets.
38 Spedoi/Gold•n Eotrlng will be ot the CMe
~udilorium April_1. l"ickets are Slj at Hastings
m Coro~ndo and Oam~ World on central across
fmmUNM.
UNM l1it. }'eAtlul Crrnrnt will be prcsenlc:d nt
8:15p.m. April7 io Keller Hall. Ticketsato$4.
Guw Who will be ill th~ ilungfYBeat AprilS.
Tit;ktu :are$S at Oillrit oultets.
Rnmldllcs/ W1n11 Chung. will be at tht Ch·Jc
Auditonutn A11ril 8. TickelS are S9.75 at Oialu
outlets.
UNM Pil!r&:U!!IIOn En1Cnlble Concert will be
presented •t 8:15 p.m. April 9 in Keller Hull.
Admission is free·.
Suort will be at Civic Audilotium April 10.
Tickets are$9, tO at Giant oudcl!.
UNM Cantor Chorale will perlormal8:15 p.m.
April 14 inK•IIer Hall. Admission;, !tee,
UNM Jur Bondo will perform at4 p.m.Aprill5
lliK<IIerHall. AdmiSsion is free.
UNM Flute t:nsemblt ;.ill
a< !:15 p.m.

Ctvrc Light Opera presents
Phone Orders:345·65 77

Albuquerque Little Theater at 8 p.m. Tuesday
throush Fridayt 6 :tnd 9 p.m. Saturday and 2

p.m. Sunday today through April15. Ticketsarc
$12.50 ;.$8. Stud en discounts arc available.
w..,tln' Womtn by Jane Sanchez. will be
presented at 6 p.m. Sunday in the r•X" Theater
u part of the New Play Rl!!ding Stties.
AdmissionbSl at the door..
Cl<uslcol M•1l< will be ptelenred by Micbael
Anthony all p.m. Sunday atlbe KIMo Theater.
Tideto are Sl and St at rhe door and KiMo
TMet olflce.
1111 Old6r T•om In Voudlvlllr will be presented
by the Young Actors Studio at9;30 a.m. ond l
p.m. Thursday and Friday and ~:1.5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday April 5-8 In the KiMo
Theater. Tickets are $3. Thursday and Friday
!hO'WJ lot Albuquerque Public Schools only.
Olhmvls• Ellt.,td will be presented at the
Vorte-. Theater at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
••d 2:30 p.m. Sunday April ~29. Ticket in·
formation is available at 247·8600.
Pump Boys and Dfn'tt'J will be presented at B:IS
p.m. A~ril 9 at Popejoy Hall. Ti<k<ts at< 518,
l16,Sll.
Omh•Joz rli Con•}oJI RdJb/1 Wlsrl•m, a play
ror children or all ..... will be presented by L&
Compania de teatro at 9:.10 and 11:jO a.m.
April 12 and 13; I and 3 p.m. April 14, 15, 21,
22. TicktiS'are!$3, RestrYations-atetuggested,
,tgn11 of God will be presented at 8:1$ p.m.
April 23 al Popejoy Hall. Tickets ate SIS, $16,

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Aprll9
8:15

April 15
7:30

Aprll17
8:15

BELGIUM
Southwest Ballet presents

SPRING GALA '84

wrth The New Mex1co Symphony
Subscnpt1on Series Event*
Broadway's Hit Musical

PUMP BOYS
&DINETTES
Nature t=rlm Extra

DAN TRUE on EAGLES
Subscription Series Event*
Hit Revue- Music of Cole Porter

SOME LIKE IT COLE

$12.00
SIO.OO
s 8.00
S18
$16, $13'
UNM
Students
'h Price
$3.50
$3.00
$16,
$14, su
UNM
Students
V2 Price

*MasterCard/VIsa Phone Orders Accepted on thfs Event.
$1.00 Service Charge per Ticket.

Telephone 277-3121
I

Beverly NotTII examines a piece of her ceramic work, on sale
in the SUB today. Six advanced ceramics students are holding
the ule to raise funds for 11 M11y trip to the National Council on
Education for Ceramic Artists in Boston.

•

P~gl·

Sports

Sports

University To Construct New Track Facility

Final Four Have Plenty of Beef

Track Funded
By JFriends'

Facility Will
Help Recruiting

'

By Jim Wiesen

By .Jim Wiesen

University of New Mexico track
Coach Del Hessel said a new track to
built in mid-May at University Stadium will be a big boost to his
program.
Hessel, who has not been able to
host a meet in three years because of
erosion of the prcoent track, said the
new track would be made of
polyurethane --- a plastic compound -and rubber.
"The less rubber. the longer the
track will last," he said. The new
track, which should last for about 20
years, will meet every track standard
required for world-clnss records.
Perhaps the biggest asset of the
new track is that recruiting will be
much easier, Hessel said. "When
you've got world-class people coming in, you've got to have everything, and now, we can provide
that," he said.

Bi<.ls will be sent out in four to six
weeks for construction of a track
facility at the University of New
Mexico South Campus, said UNM
Athletic Director John Bridgers.
The new track will be called
"(ire at friends nf the UNM track
~tadium." said Bridgers. The name,
he said. was chosen because funding
fur the stadium is primarily from
Albuquerque businesses, with some
bu~incs~cs donating as much as
~:; (). (}()(}

.

"I'd call them great friends,"

'>aid Brid_gl'rs.
lk ~aid hr has collected about
~500,00tl from busin(:SS firn1s and
'iai<.l UNM willnwtch the money he
has rabcd.
Construction nn the stadium
~hould begin in mid-May and. bar·
ring unforseen snags in construction, could be completed as early as
Sept. 1 of this year.
Bridgers said the stadium, once
completed, will be one of "the outstanding trac.ks in the nation," and
the surface will be "first class."
The track stadium, to be built
adjacent to University Stadium on
its east side, will scat 2,500 to 5,500
people, but Bridgers said "the main
thing is to get the surfaces and runways completed."
The UNM track team, which
practices on the track at University
Stadium, has not held a home meet
in three years because of erosion to
the track.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
~, Dispiay~Advertising
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-

-
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UNM's present track has more potholes than many of Albuquerque's asphalt streets.

Colts To Move to. Indianapolis
INDIANAPOLIS (UP!)Mayor William Hudnut said Thursday the Baltimore Colts will move
from Baltimore and play in Indiana·
polis next season.
"This is obviously very good
news for Indianapolis,'' Hudnut
said at a news conference. "We arc
going to welcome them with open
arms to Indianapolis."

11

131 Marron Halt
277·5656_

Hudnut said he had not talk;ed to
Colts' owner Robert Irsay or the
team attorney, Michael Chernoff,
but said the Indianapolis negotiator,
David Frick, "said it was all rightto
talk."

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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"This is the end of a long negotiating process. I'm sorry Baltimore
hearts arc broken, but I'm glad Indianapolis can rejoice," Hudnut said.
"It's my understanding the Colts
are on their way to Indianapolis.
Officials of the Colts have confirmed the move pending final legal
details over the next few days."
Those legal details include
approval of the lease agreement
given Irsay for the Hoosier Dome,
the nearly completed domed sta·
dium in downtown Indianapolis.
The Capital Improvement Board,
the authority on lease agreements for
the stadium, will meet Saturday to
approve the deal. Hudnut said the
agreement then would have to be
signed by all parties.
"An agreement has been negotiated with the Baltimore football
club; subject to approval of the
(Capital Improvement Board which)
is meeting in special session on
Saturday." said Barbara Neilan, a
spokeswoman for the Indianapolis
board.
She said the board did not know if
an agreement with Irsay had actually
been signed.

In Baltimore, moving vans and
police camped out at the Colts' suburban training complex Thursday,
hours after officials reported the
NFL team's attorney reportedly
"shook hands" on a deal to move
the team.
But Baltimore Mayor William
Schaefer and Maryland Gov. Harry
Hughes held out hope that something could be done to prevent the
switch.
Schaefer said he had not heard
from Irsay, who had promised the
mayor he would tell him before a
move was made final.
"I don't know if it's true," said
an emotional Schaefer. "But if it is,
I'm trying to retain what little dignity I have left in this matter."
Said Hughes: "I'm not only disappointed, but I'm slightly angry.
It's as if we were not being treated in
good faith.
"We felt we met every reasonable
demand he (lrsay) made. But the
demands kept changing," the governor said. "Maryland and the Baltimore community went beyond the
last mile to keep the Baltimore
Colts."
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Hessel credited UNM Athletic
Director John Bridgers for coming
up with funds for the new track. "He
did a superb job," Hessel said.

Keys fit, locks repaired
and rekeyed reasonably.
Kryptonite
and Citadel keys
fit and copied.
New and used locks sold.

"Battle of
the DJs"
every

fiP<'

The track the UNM team uses was
built eight years ago and resurfaced
six years ago. The rubber surface
was good but badly engineered, and
today, the track would serve better
as a thoroughfare than a track
facility.
Hessel said recruiting world-class
runners has been nearly impossible.
He said one very good athlete had
narrowed his college choices to
Stanford and UNM. Hessel said that
when the athlete saw the present
facility, he said, '"What kind of
piece of garbage is this?' and of
course, he wound up at Stanford."
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ShATTLE t UP! l -- At a time
v. h~n the national prcm:cupution i'
hl<:ating the beef. college ba,kctbull
may provide an answer.
The' Final Four.
Some of the sport's juiciest offerings will be on the menu Saturday in
the Kingdome when Houston plays
Virginia and Georgetown takes on
Kentucky in the semifinals of the
NCAA Tournament. The winners
meet for the title Monday night.
One prime cut is Patrick Ewing,
Georgetown's 7-foot, 240-pound
All-American. A choice import item
comes by way of Akeem Olajuwon,
Houston's 7-0, 250-pounder from
Lagos, Nigeria.
Then there's Kentucky's two-forone special with Sam Bowie, 7-1
and 235, and Melvin Turpin, 6-11
and 240. Virginia may be the only
one without a choice selection, turning to Olden Polynice, the 6·11,
210-pound freshman who has followed Ralph Sampson in the pivot.
The Kentucky-Georgetown game
especially figures to be less than delicate.
"They should use a four- or fiveman officiating crew,'' says Dayton
Coach Don Donohor. ''Or maybe an
NFL crew."
Georgetown, deep on the bench
and powerful up front, is preceded
by a reputation that would do little
injustice to a heavyweight contender.
"Intimidation is part of life,"
says Ewing. "The strong get stronger, the weak get weaker.
"I've had a concussion, I've gotten hit in both eyes, I'm all scarred
up. I'm getting banged up, yet I'm
the one who is overly aggressive."
In three tournament games, he is
shooting more than 59 percent from
the floor and averaging nearly 14
points a game, despite a 37-36 slowdown victory over Southern
Methodist. He also is getting almost
10 rebounds and four blocked shots
a game.
There is additional frontline bulk
in Ralph Dalton, a mere 6-11, 240poundcr, with Bill Martin, 6-7, and
Michael Graham, a 6-9 freshman
with a ~haved head and glowering
look, coming off the bench.
But should refereeing- and diplomacy - fail, Kentucky will be
ready. Particularly. freshman forward Winston Bennett.
"They know I'm there," he says
of his protective stance toward his
teammates. "I stand for that, that's
mc.H
As for initialing matters, throwing a punch, that's not Bennett's
style.
"It shows a lack of character," he
savs.
'Kentucky's men at work underneath arc Bowie and Turpin. Bowie
has come on remarkably afler missing two seasons with a fractured
shin. He is hitting 52 percent from
the floor and averaging nearly ll
rebounds in three tournament
games.• Turpin is the team's top
scorer in the tournament with a 14·
point average.

Rugby Club
Plays Game

Attention
faculty members
COPIES

The University of New Mexico
Rugby Club will play the Albuquerque Aardvarks at I p.m. Saturday at
South Campus.

3¥2¢

Student Publicattons
Meeting

For Your Students
Term 1

Monday, April 2 4:aG p.m.
212 Journalism Building
Editor applicants must

Class readers
Lab Manuals

attend to validate their
candidacies. For more in·
formation, stop by 131

Marron Hall

"'In ~on1c :.ituation,. thi'
wouldn't work,·· Bowie SliVS • • But
M:lvin and l.:omplcmcnt each other
o!fcnsJVcly. And on the ddcnsi H~
end, we're both intimidating."
Then there's Olajuwon- the
fanner soccer goalkeeper whose parents have spoken of hi~ returning to
~he fami~y cement business in NigerIa. In hts last game against Wake
Forest in the Midwest Regional final, Olajuwon was granite underneath: 29 points (14-of-16 shooting), 12 rebounds and three blocked
shots.
Can Virginia survive another performance like that?
"No, I'm afraid we won't,'' says
Cavaliers' Coach Terry Holland.
"We'll be packing up and returning
to Charlottesville if he plays that
well. That was one of the finer
games I've seen a big guy play. "
Rickie Winslow, 6-8, and
Michael Young, 6-7, team withO!ajuwon and give the Cougars frontline life. Virginia looks to its
strength away from the basket with
smooth-working guards.

But forwards Jim Miller and Kenton .Edclin can do the job. Miller.
6-!l. ha~ a soft touch and Edclin. 6-X.
has excelled in four tournament
games, hitting 11-nf-12 shots and
averaging nine rebound~ a game.
Edelin. who joined the Cavaliers
after being spotted in intramural
games, apprenticed under Sampson,
the former three-time Player of the
Year.
"Working out against Ralph was
a graduate lesson in defending the
big man," says Edelin, sidelined
earlier this season with a fractured
cheekbone, "I just hope the things I
learned will be beneficial."
Virginia lost, 75-65, to Houston
this year. Olajuwon delivered just
12 points - as well as an elbow to
Polynicc that decked the Virginia
center.
"The fact he elbowed me is behind me now,'' Polynice says. ''I'm
in Seattle to play a basketball game,
not go after Akeem. It's just one
incident that happened. The only
way I know of getting back is beat·
ing Houston."

II. Nt'\1 Mexic-o Dail)· Lobo, Mard1
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Swimmer Gaines Wins Sprint
1:-IDIANAPOLIS t llPI J Sprint ti·cc~tylc t:hamp~ Rowdv
Gaines and Nan.::y Hogshead
Thursday positioned themselves
to capture their second national
swimming titles in two days.
dominating their qualifying heats
at the U.S. Indoor Nationals.
Gaines, a seven-year veteran
of international competition and
winner of the 100-rncter freestyle
Wednesday, was nearly a second
ahead of the rest of the field in the
heats of the 200 meters.
The finals in the men's 200 and
five other events were scheduled
for Thursday night.
Gaines, 25, a Winter Haven,
Fla., resident who will retire
from swimming after the 1984
Olympics, cruised home in 1 minute, 50.47 seconds, 97hundredths faster than second
qualifier Bruce Hayes of Dallas.
The qualifying time, however,
was well off the American record
of1:48.93 held by Gaines, one of

onlv two m~nm the wnrtd cwr to
brcitk l :49 in the ..-wnt.
Hogshead, ::! I, who is staging
n dramatic ,·omeb;tck after quit·
ting swimming for two years in
the wake of the 1980 Olympic
boycott. was more than I .3
seconds ahead of the field in
qualifying for the women's 200.
Her 2:00.74 clocking vaulted
her from 23rd to fifth on the alltime list of the fastest American
women in the event.
Hogshead, a butterfly swimmer most of her career, began
training for sprint freestyle races
only in January.
Her winning time of 55.99
Wednesday in the 100 freestyle
was the second-fastest ever by an
American woman, but she said
her "main goal" coming into the
meet was to win the 200.
The defending champion,
Mary Wayte of Mercer Island,
Wash., placed second in the
qualifying at 2:02. I 1.

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nudear Training.
that most of the men
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The rewards can begin as early as
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in college. Qualify. and
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1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
$1000/month while you finish school.
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After four years, with regular
nuclear reactors in America. And the
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Las N otic las
Ul.t:E KEY AI'Pl.ICATIONS will nut be sent uut.
Yrm muqt pick them up from the {)elln uf 'itudents
4/2
Office
APPIJCATIONS ARF; NOW being taken for the
Mts; Indian UNM !'agent. Call277-2598.
3130
ARMV IIOTC INTER.:STE07 Contact Major
W~nver 831·1111 x278/279.
4/2
llAPPY DIRTIIDAY JOHN Donne, Andrew
Marvell, Octavia Paz, John Fowles from UNM
llookstore.
3/30
Rt;(;JSn:R OR DJEII Kappa Sigma's O.F.D. Road
Rally registration begins today in the PLAZA 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Five bucks gets you In on a chance to win
DIG and Impress your friends! You too can have a
Rend Rally f·shirt (soon to be a collectors Item!).
DON'T DELAY, DO ITTODAYI.
3/30
DE A MAN, vote for the only carddate whose not a
lackey of the special interest groups on campus. Vote
for Jim Sode ASUNM President. Th~ Man Nobody
Owns.
4/4
JUNIORS WITH A GPA of 3.0 or above are eligible
for membership In Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity. Applications can b~ picked up at the Dean
of Studen~ office and are due Monday, April 2.
Applicallons can also be turned in fttareceptlon to be
held on Sunday, April!, at 5:00 at the Kappa Kappa
3/30
Gamma !louse.
l.EARN TO SKYDIVEI Jump this weekend. Class on
Saturday, March 31, 9 a.m. Johnson Gym. Cost, $90,
includes everything and two jumps. Ph 266-9677.
3/30
TOP WOMEN'S SOCCER team wants player(s).
Keep tryiug265·1470.
4/4
(~JU:EIU.t:ADERS AND CHAPARRAlS for 1984·
8S. Apply today in the Student Activities Office in the
Union. Deadline for application li Monday, April2.
412
•n:'iTA'S BOOTH APPLICATIONS should be
submitted this week. For info. call277·7892.
4/3
I.OUU: TilE LOBO applications for 1984-85 are
avnilable now in the Student Activities Office In the
Union. Deadline for application Is Monday, Aprll2.
4/2
DAC:CJIUSI ALCOIIOL AWARENESS Day. Films,
speakers, puppet show and morel Fro.n 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the SUB. Call student activities at 271·4706
for more information - ALL EVENTS FREEl.
3/30
DEADI.!Nt; FOR aETURNING student teacher
applications for the fall semester is April 11. Please
return completed forms to Mesa Vista Hail, Room
3036.
4/11
NEXT MONDAY UNM Bookstore BooksBy- The- Pound Sale. Don't miss Ill.
3/30
4/l
RON PACIIECO ASUNM PRESIDENT,
t'ABULOUS LATIN DANCERS, Ron Mortez, Liz
Cortls, performing March 30, 8·midnight, ballroom
dance club's spring ball. Ken Anderson Band. SUD
Ballroom. Workshops by Ron, Liz. Cllll884-6970.
3/30
AUTIIORS, \'OU MAY now pick up your literature
manuscripts in the CSW office, room 136 Marron
Hall.
4/3
WILD WES'f MUSIC sale! 300/o.4QO/..SO'!o offl Sale
extended by popular demand through April17, 19841
Hurryl.
4/17
CLllBT MEt:TING? EVENT'/ Advertise In Las
Noticill5. Only 10 cents per word per Issue for UNM
departments and organi7.ations.
tfn

PARIY? ('0NO.;Rl1 F'OOD?lhe Dally I obo ha; a
place for yuur dassifiells about Re-;taurants, Part1e,,
hmd Sales and Stores, <uncem, etc. GIVe the de!all>
wday m "hx>d/Fun. ".
tfn

Housing

Employment

Lost&Found

IJOUSEMATt: WAN'H:D: LARGE house on nine
east of Sandius. Twenty minutes to UNM. Hot
tub. Share expemes. Call Tom at842-6123 or Phil at
281·1534.
415
ONE BEDROOM APT, $250/mo utilities paid. 1910
4/4
Sunset Garden SW. 243·7265 or 831·6465.
NEAR UNM, TVI two bd. house. $400/mo, $200
DD. 313 ColumbiaSE. 292·7971.
3/30
NEAR UNM, TVl lg two bd. rm. $300/mo, $150
3/30
DO. 313 Columbia SE, 292·7971.
HEAI.THY WOMAN SEEKS independent(s) for
extra bedroom(s). Short or long term. $180 includes
utilities. No deposits. Gourmet meals. Privacy. Nob
Hill. Please keep trying 265·1470.
4/6
DUPLEX FOR RENT-410 Pine SE, one bedroom
plus, large kitchen, fenced yard, detached garage.
$240 month, $100 damage deposit. Available April I.
Call265-7090, after6 p.m.
3/30
WANTED: FEMALE NONSMOKER to share
furnished house on campus. Laundry, utilities In·
eluded for $195/mo. 242·6678.
3/30
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, S250/mo. for 2
persoru, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.

COUNSELOR TO WORK in Abortion and Family
Planning Clinic. Short·term counseling experience
and bi-lingual ability helpful. May grads only; must
be available to train immediately. Approllimately 32
hours weekly; $5 an hour with excellent benefits.
Send resumes to: ATI Clinic, 107 Girard SE,
Albuqueque, 87106. No calls please.
4/6
NEED CASH? EARN $500 plus each school year, 2·4
(Oexibie) hours per week placing and filling posters
on campus. Serious workers only; we gi\e recom·
mendatlons. Call now for summer and next fall. 1·
8()().243-6679.
415
PART·TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, taking
orders for KZIA Radio gift book - day and evening
shifts available. Delivery people needed also - apply
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 117 Richmond NE SuiteD, or
call266-9415.
4111
GERMAN, FRENCH, ITALIAN, lrutructors neede<l
for spring and summer work, Call 293-4065 for in·
tervlew.
4/3
APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for positions at
the Girl Scout Summer Camp In the Jemez Moun·
tains. Need nurse, riding staff, couruelors, naturalist,
crafts specialist, handyman, and kitchen aides. Call
243-9581.
4/2
BIOLOGY SENIORS- PEACE Corps has two year
volunteer assignments available In forestry and
fisheries programs. B.S. In Biology required. For
more information cal277·2961.
3/30
EVENING WAITRESS, APPLY In person El Pinto,
4/2
l0500FourthSt. NW. Over21 yrs.
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round, Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. S900·2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, PO Ox 52·NMl,
Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
4/17
CRUISESHIPS ARE HIRING! $16·$30,000!
Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory,
newsleUer. J.(916) 944·4444 ext. unewmexlcocruise.
3/30
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway LiquorS tore at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
4/13
AIRLINES HIRINGI STEWARDESSES, rem·
vationistsl $14-$39,000. Worldwidel Call for
directory, guide, newsletter. 1·(916) 944-4444 ext.
unewmexicoair.
3/30

LOST DIAMOND WEDDING ring, in Lecture Hall
on Monday. Reward 292-1011. Very sentimental.
413

a~res

Services
RAINBOW
SERVICES:
PAINTING
in·
terior/exterior, yardwork, light carpentry, window
wa5hing. Free estimates. Call 842-5580 or 242-7417.
Call mornings or evenings!.
3130
VOLVO REPAIR, REASONABLE, ;efiable,
guaranteed. 242·4826, Mike.
4/2
QUALITY TAX PREPARATION by a member of
the university community. Cal1266-0863.
4/6
TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPT TYPING, Three sizes
of type- including double standard size for vbualy
handicapped. Low rates, 865-4296.
414
WILl,. BABYSIT IN my home near UNM. Children
over three years old welcome. Vegetarian meals
available. Cail262·0794 early mornings.
4/2
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELLING and grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential. Days 265·5176/evening
4/~
255-3580.
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French- Maste•s degreed Instructor. Reasonable,
266·4247 evenings.
4/2
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research paper·
s/thesls/dissertations/charts/graphs In my horne
THE OUTHER OFFICE 884·6564.
4/6
TRANSLATORS,
INTERPJU.TERS,
CROSS.
Cultural Consultants legal, medical, tecnical, multi·
lingual services. Proofreading, editing, tutoring. 255·
3345.
416
WORD PROCESSING: IIIGHEST quality.
Dissertations, theses, reports, resumes. Spelling,
editing. 822.0342.
4/18
WE DO QUALITY residential painting. Interiors and
exteriors at reasonable rates. For free estimate In
University area, call Victor, 242·7096 or Tony, 243·
7058.
4/13
TYPING NEAR UNM Fast, accurate, Call Stephanie
247-3519.
4127
PIANO lESSONS: ALI. ages, levels call Laura
Kramer 265·1352.
4/6
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes 299·8970.
512
TAX PREPARATION AND loan broker. 1021 4th
St. SW. 299·3539, 299·1254.
3/30
l4 HOUR TYPING service. 298-SliO.
4/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, EDmNG, Mary. Days
881·1724. Evenings265·1088.
3/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. THESES, Reports,
JBM.Campusplckup/delivery.281·2913.
$17
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·331$.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from laBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACI'S·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optica!CompanyonLomiiSjustwestofWashlngton.
tfn
""'A-:c"'cu=RA~T:::E-I:-:N-::F=::O::R:::MA':":":TI=o~N~A7B=o::::U;;:;:T-c::o:"n.•
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING A courueling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

F'orSale
1980 YAMAHA MAXIM 650. Very good condition.
4/2
Must sell to best offer. Call294-4751.
YOUR BIO·RHYTHM: Computer plotted. $2/90
day bio. $511-year bio. Include date of birth and
SASE. Box80023, Alb., NM 87198.
4/6
BICYCLE: TEAM FUJI23". $275. 243·4250.
4/5
BIKE FOR SALE. $100 or best offer, 277-4187, 4/2
GLASS TOP TABLE and four chairs; single bed;
hide-a-bed sofa; black vinyl sofa; man's3·speed bike;
girl's 24" bike; 5·string banjo; student guitar. 298·
8697.
3/30
IIUNDREDS CLASSICAL RECORDS, some jazz,
e~cellent condtlon, $2·3 each. 265·6264. Message:
4/4
25&-ISSJ.
BICYCLE 24 INCH trek 613 reynold's, 531 frame
like new, $275 or best offer. 255·4686.
4/4
1981 SUSUKI250 like new street bike, 2850 Miles,
$900 firm. 821· 4359.
4/4
1979 MUSTANG GHIA V6 AI C. Excellent 3000.
281·9569.
4/2
KORG SYNTHESIZER. VALUE $1000. Had four
months. Selling1650. 345·1437.
4/2
1974 PEUGEOT 504DL and Martin 0.18 guitar.
Both excellent, must sell. 277-4934. 83&.6456, 3/30
COMMADORE VIC.lO WITH data·set. $100. 2558066.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS WORKI SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what·have-you in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn
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ROCK•A·BII..LY FUN this Sunday at Friar's Pub,
this Wednesday at Nine's with those resular Rock·a·
Dilly guys Los Breakers.
3/30
TALISMAN - EXCITING NEW variety band
appearing at Harry's Place {next to Lobo Campus
Pharmacy), March 30, 31.
3/30

C::overed

_.aeon

Makers of Handmade
lntiran Jpwelr·,.
OLD TOWN

$1.50 Off
GetU.50off any 16" Domino's Pizza®
Lomlted Dillivery Area
Offer good at all Albuquerque stores
u

t.

;;..· ·,

IJ<JP1lla

Coupon also good lor carty·Out
E•PifCS Apr 12 1984

262-1662

--------

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.
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75¢0ff
Get75¢ off any custom made
Domino·s Pizza and enjoy one
delicious pizza!
Limited bellvotv Area.
Offet good at all Albuquerqut~ stores
t.Jnt·· o•;P!'t'!Pf''fJl/ltl

Coupon also good for carty·Out
E•p~tes

Apr 12 1984

262-1662
3920 Central S. E.
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Monday, April 2 • 4:30 p.m.
Journalism Building, Room 212
All editor applicants must attend
to validate their candidacies.
More information available at
131 Marron Hall or 277-5656.

2wds
57 Semitic
language
61 Jal 62 Adapted for
grasping
64 Pub serving
65 Slave
66 Bible garden
67 Evil marquis
68 Ethereal
69 Aide: abbr.
OOWN
1 House beam
2 Strobile
3 Nlpa palm
4 Resilver
5 Most joyous
6 Lake and
canal
7 Where
Hobart is:
abbr.
8 Particular
9 Na of NaCI
10 Hockey star
11 Solo
12 Lean (on)
13 Fish
18 Fruit
22 Those who
do: suff.
24 Bars
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Student Publications
Meeting

ACROSS
1 Cliff
5 Aiel followers
10 Swiss stream
14 Carry
15 Poetry muse
16 Hatrack
17 Not Informed
19 Mount
20 Lament
21 Loses
23 Faulty
25 Western
Indian
26 s. Carolina
river
29 Electrical
Instruments
34 Rose's man
35 Casa unit
37 Kindled anew
38 Used spades
39 Golf shots
41 Chem.
ending
42 Pallid
44 Thug
45 Legal affair
46 Quadrangle
48 Razzed
50 Blunder
51 Unmoving
53·Lion food:

Food/Fun

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.

ARMV ROTC INTERESTED? Contact Major
Weaver, 831·1 Ill x278/279.
3130
THE YOGA CENTER presents a work1hop on The
Philosophy of Yoga. Saturday, March 31, 2-~ p.m.
3213 Centra!NE. 255·2900.
3/30
CHEERLEADERS, CHAPARRALS, AND Louie
the Lobo Mascot applications are now available in the
Student Activities Office In the Union. Deadline for
all applications is Monday, April2.
412
BACCHUS! ALCOHOLAWARENESSDay. Films,
speakers, puppet show and morel From 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the SUB. Call Student Activities at277·4706
for more Information ~ ALL EVENTS FREE!.
3/30
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, life, and health insurance. No pressure
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292·0511 (days
4/2
and evenings).
KAUFMAN'S MOVED. TWENTVO:o off on all our
stuff thru March 31 if you tell us you heard abou1 our
move in the Lobo. We're open at 1660 Eubank, which
is between Constitution und Indian School, Monday·
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. We still offer the
largest selection of genuine military gear, clothing
and equipment in Albuquerque. We still have Ray
bands and Swiss army knives at 250:o off (plus your
l0D1o discount). We have a great selection of military
style shorts. Visit our new larger store in March for
20ll'o off everything
3130

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

TRISII, NICE s•:EING you at the 'plex. See you
Saturduy. J.O.
3130
LESLIE M. WANT to see me witb your private eyes?
Mucho luck Saturday night, m'honey.l ove, Tom.
3i30
IIEY MINNIE- GUESS what? Mickie.
3/30
VERONICA: IIAPPV :Undl Ate you gonna get
"you know what" this weekend? KA. EL, PM. 3/30
YO, MA.MA. I drink a Killian's Red to your happy
binhday (you and who's army?). Love, Matthew.
3/30
YOU'RE TOO COOL! You Kappa Slg; and Zetas
had the most original, best produced, nicely danced,
really neatolst Oreek Sing number I ever saw in my
life! I'm so proud of you all! Love and kisses... 3.130
IIAPPY BIRTIIDA \' MARY! We love you lots.
Your friend•, the Santa Clara Angels.
J;JO
DEN G. WONDERFUL to see you in SUB Monday.
See you any weekday between S and 6:30 in the
weight·room.
4/4
SHIRLE\' s... JIAPPY 21st, kidde! Now that you're
legal, we're"&onna drag you to a male burlesque real
soon! (As if you need to be dragged!) Have a great
3130
day! \'our big sis always.
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to that special someone or
friends and family. Make contact With a message in
the c!Msifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
tfn
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
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Hours:
11 am - 1 am Sun.·Thurs. I
11 am· 2 a.m Fri. & Sat.
I
I
0·191l4 Oomtno s Przza.lnc

Miscellaneous

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

26 After Nasser
27 Mistreat
28 Kind of club
30 Shark
31 Yukon's
Mount St.32 Wash cycle
33 Equine
36 Toronto
footballer
39 Kind of drum
40 Completeness
43 Loner

45 The Pacific
(?): 2 wds.
47 Charts
49 Spirit
52 Lake near
Reno
53 Blows
54 inter55 Scepter
56 Journey
58 Helps
59 French keys
60 Copper
63 Nevada town
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